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reflow pass has been enhanced to address the following: improved high-speed pcb component retract improved high-speed pcb component retract 2 improved high-speed pcb component release improvements of pcb component retraction improvements of pcb component retraction 2 file attribute
provides an advanced file validation and reporting capability. for example, you can verify and change the file attributes directly in a cad application. at the same time you can easily transfer the modified attributes to the other designer applications or (altium designer) gerber files. the display pattern
panel will now show only the active device as it was in altium. with this work altium designer becomes a fully configurable software with high-level of flexibility, which now is realized. orcad capture has many enhancements, including a new table view window that allows you to find all the connections

based on features, component types, component/conductor lengths, trace widths, etc. orcad capture now has the capability of capturing signals and components - a feature that is generally recognized as important in the orcad capture user base. the pcb layout and gerber cut & paste commands
work with the new orcad capture 2.8.6. while the gerber cut & paste command now works with the new gerber-performer command, the pcb layout and gerber cut & paste commands still do not work for the two new pcb-performer commands. a 2-way detection of high-speed signals, dead

components, or solder bridges, helps to find the problems during the pcb assembly. if you have a high-speed pcb component, or a long dead trace, it may not pass the validation and may be left unresolved when the pcb is assembled. however, in this version, the validation panel does not show the
information. 5ec8ef588b
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